Apparatus for precise measurement of vapor pressures, photographed above and diagrammed at right, shows use of manometer, cathetometer, and G-2 Mueller Bridge at Bureau of Mines, Bartlesville, Okla. Manometer and sample container are immersed in the constant temperature bath. Before the compound to be studied is introduced into the container, the system is evacuated, using the Pirani gage to indicate pressure down to one micron and the ionization gage for lower pressures.

During measurements, the cathetometer is used to read the vapor pressure as indicated by the mercury manometer. The thermostat automatically regulates the bath temperature, and the Mueller Bridge precisely indicates temperature of the sample.

Two features make the G-2 Mueller Bridge suitable for this type of work:

**Wide Range:** The Bridge is calibrated in ohms, with a resistance range equivalent to temperatures of $-190$ to $+500^\circ$C.  

**High Precision:** The Mueller Bridge offers the limit of certifiable precision. It measures the resistance of its 25-ohm platinum resistance thermometer, within a limit of error of a few ten-thousandths of an ohm, or a few parts per hundred-thousand, whichever is greater.

freezing-
dehydration
apparatus

for cell chemistry and pathology

New...Versatile...Compact. Built for exact studies. Aloe's flexible, stainless steel unit is based on the principles of the Altmann-Gersh freezing-drying apparatus and used by other recognized authorities. Important engineering improvements include direct reading scales and manual controls of both temperature and vacuum.

Under accurate controls, the new Aloe Freezing-Dehydration Apparatus, permits tissue to be dehydrated and fixed with minimal losses and alterations. Tissue, after freezing in isopentane, is placed in one of the vacuum chambers in refrigerating compartment. Temperature is accurately adjusted from $-15^\circ C$ to $-60^\circ C$ and vacuum as low as 0.00001 mm mercury. If desired, the specimen is infiltrated with paraffin or cellodin. Sections of imbedded materials may be used for morphological and cytochemical studies by numerous methods.

71580 FREEZING—DEHYDRATION APPARATUS, as described, with eight dehydration chambers and two drierite tubes. For operation on 115 volts, 60 cycles, A. C. each.........................$2,250.00
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1. Introduction and Guide to Histology
By Avery E. Lambert, Ph.D., and Helen L. Dawson,
Ph.D., School of Medicine, State University of Iowa.

2. Textbook of Organic Chemistry for
Students of the Medical Sciences
By Hugh A. Muldoon, D.Sc., Professor of
Chemistry, Dean of the School of Pharmacy,
Duquesne University.

1. Twice as many illustrations as in the
1st Edition
As examination of this new book's features quickly reveals, it has been designed
to speed up the student's progress, ease
the burden of instruction. The 200 illustrations, many in color; the many new
photomicrographs; the very organization
of the material itself—all help to give the
student a less effortful introduction to
the subject.

Besides being an excellent introduction
to the study of histology, the book is un-
surpassed preparation for the study of
physiology and pathology.

2. A great textbook for beginners in
organic chemistry
Here's material for a year's course for
students of pharmacy and those pre-
paring for medicine, dentistry and biol-
ogy. It is the approved text for the
shorter course.

In this new edition, material on new
drugs and syntheses is included, par-
ticularly in the category of organic
pharmaceuticals. The author's presenta-
tion continues to be distinguished for
clear teaching procedures, which add
pleasure and profit to the use of the book,
both by the teacher and the student. The
revision, incidentally, includes changes
in the 1948 U. S. Pharmacopeia.

These books may, of course, be examined without obligation.

The Blakiston Company
PHILADELPHIA 5, PENNA.
A complete tool for the analysis of complex colloid systems, and for the control of production of purified proteins, enzymes, hormones.

KLETT MANUFACTURING CO.
179 EAST 87TH STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

CUSTOM MADE

A complete line for clinical laboratories devoted to all branches of chemistry, bacteriology, hematology, and parasitology. Tested and checked in our own clinical laboratories. Purity warranted. Our facilities assure prompt shipment of large or small orders. Inquiries invited.

COMPLETE CATALOG
Reagents catalogued alphabetically—also according to subjects and techniques, plus medical reference guide. Catalog comprises full line blood testing sera including anti-Rh, anti-M and anti-N; also reagents for Wassermann, Kline, and Kahn tests. Write for your copy. FREE ON REQUEST.

PHOTOVOLT
Line-operated Electronic pH METER

A truly universal instrument
for laboratory and industrial application
for all types and designs of electrodes
for pH, titration, and oxidation-reduction potentials
for all AC power lines 90-275 volts 50-60 cycles
available with or without portable wooden housing
furnished with shielded glass electrode, available also with shielded compartment for unshielded electrodes

PHOTOVOLT CORP.
95 Madison Ave.
New York 16, N. Y.
Also: Colorimeters
Electronic Photometers
Fluorescence Meters
Densitometers

GRADWOHL LABORATORIES
R. B. H. Gradwohl, M. D., Director
3514 Lucas Ave.
St. Louis, Mo.
you know
your tissues
will spread
e-v-e-n-l-y

The water temperature will be just right for
smooth, even spreading: never too hot or too cold.
No melting paraffin to distort tissues; no folds
or wrinkles. No bubbles due to frequent water
change . . . temperature stays constant day in, day

TECHNICON COMPANY, 215 E. 149th St., New York 51, N. Y.
Another Macbeth First!

The New Macbeth Titration-pH Meter

Macbeth now introduces a DUAL instrument that provides a complete pH Meter in conjunction with a Titration Meter.

The pH Meter section in this instrument has controls completely separate from the Titration section, thus allowing simultaneous pH and Oxidation Reduction readings from the same sample. Two pH glass electrode measuring systems can be used at the same time, one system adjusted for increased sensitivity.

Using glass electrodes for a regular pH test on the Titration side of the instrument, pH readings of three times the normal sensitivity may be obtained. Titration sensitivity is adjustable from plus or minus 120 millivolts to plus or minus 2 volts.

Karl Fischer Reagent determination can be made with the adjustable polarizing current of plus or minus 7 milliamperes.


EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS BY MASS PRODUCTION

There are no hit-or-miss methods in our technique of supplying experimental animals for scientific research. Methods of housing, caging and feeding and the all-important genetic factors have been standardized in line with the best modern production methods. Our strains of mice, rats and guinea pigs bearing the initials CF are truly animals of dependable uniformity.
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enables you to face your audience while you project material

SEND COUPON BELOW FOR A
free demonstration

Look at these VU-GRAPH advantages:
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- Will project any transparency. Will project opaque material in silhouette.
- Takes copy up to 7" x 7".
- Delivers a sharp image over entire area.
- Projection can be clearly seen in normally lighted room.
- Plastic and special pencil makes it possible to make sketches, diagrams, present problems and project them simultaneously. Work can be removed and plastic used over again.
- Vu-Graph film, used in similar way to plastic, projects white lines instead of black.
- Easy to operate.
- 500 watts. AC-DC motor-driven fan, equipped with rheostat for increasing and decreasing speed.

If you are also interested in
Opaque Projectors
send coupon for descriptive literature.

An opaque projector is the primary projector in visual education. Economical to use, the opaque projector requires no expensive equipment such as slides or films. Write for details today.
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Charles Beseler Company
60 Badger Ave. Newark 8, N. J.
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Here's why...

1. Correct phase difference of 1/4 wavelength uniformly maintained. Top image contrast with any thin transparent specimen is obtained by means of the 1/4 wavelength annulus. Findings of recognized authorities, plus the theory of diffraction gratings, plus actual interferometer tests verify this conclusively. Maintaining this critically precise coating is a production feat made possible only by B&L high mechanical and optical precision.

2. Positive contrast image. The natural, easier way, is to see denser substances as darker tones. This eliminates any transition between ordinary bright field observation and the positive contrast provided by B&L phase contrast accessories.

3. Balanced intensity of direct and diffracted light beams. An extremely important factor in obtaining maximum image contrast and tonal range, balanced transmission is another result of B&L accurately controlled coating processes.

4. Speed, simplicity and ease of operation. A feature attested to by leading microscopists. Just four objectives, a condenser assembly, auxiliary telescope, and filter, comprise the full equipment. Takes only a few minutes to attach accessories and put into operation on any standard B&L Laboratory Microscope equipped with a substage rack and pinion.

5. Available on normal delivery. Properly planned B&L production makes it possible for you to obtain "Phase Contrast Microscopy at its Best" without a long wait.

Write...


BAUSCH & LOMB Simplified PHASE CONTRAST ACCESSORIES
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nation of scientific data through its publications. The Society owns, edits, and publishes 5 journals—Journal of the American Chemical Society, Chemical Abstracts, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, Analytical Chemistry, and Chemical and Engineering News, the last three mentioned having branch editorial offices in Chicago, Houston, New York, and San Francisco. Prior to each national meeting, through its ACS News Service, the Society prepares a book of abstracts of all papers to be presented at that meeting. The Society also has editorial responsibility for the Monographs of the ACS, published by the Reinhold Publishing Corporation and edited by W. A. Hamor, Mellon Institute, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. One hundred and six of these monographs have been issued, as well as various revised editions, and many more are in preparation.

The Journal of Physical and Colloid Chemistry is published 9 times a year under the auspices of the American Chemical Society and the Faraday Society. Chemical Reviews, issued bimonthly, is owned and edited by the Society and published by the Williams and Wilkins Company. The Journal of Chemical Education is the official organ of the Society's Divisions of Chemical Education and the History of Chemistry. The quarterly journal, Rubber Chemistry and Technology, is owned, edited, and published by the Society's Division of Rubber Chemistry. Many of its local sections sponsor publications.

The American Chemical Society administers 9 awards in recognition of outstanding services to chemistry. The Society itself finances and awards the Priestley Medal, the greatest honor that can be bestowed in American chemistry. The local sections administer 9 awards.

The News Service, of which Walter J. Murphy is director, serves as a clearing house of chemical information for the press, science writers, columnists, and radio commentators. It gathers material from individuals, local sections, divisions, and Society officers, rewrites it for use by newspapers, press associations, syndicates, radio broadcasting companies, and technical publications, and disseminates it both here and abroad.

About 18 months ago the News Service extended its activities by the establishment of a radio department which inaugurated weekly broadcasts—now a permanent feature—on chemical science and technology, known as Headlines in Chemistry. This service has greatly extended itself through the local sections, which it assists in planning and preparing radio programs throughout the country.

The Society has a diversified meeting program, foremost on it being two national meetings annually. These afford an unparalleled opportunity for chemists and chemical engineers to get together from all over the country and foreign countries as well, exchange views, broaden friendships, and acquire information over a wide field of chemistry. At these meetings scientific papers amounting to many hundreds are presented in one week. Group meals, committee and special group meetings, "lobby sessions," all afford excellent opportunity for people with similar interests to get together. Some of the divisions hold annual meetings or biennial symposia between national meetings, and often regional meetings are held in various sections of the country. The latter are small national meetings in general plan and provide an opportunity to get together for people who for some reason cannot attend the national meetings. Each has its own special advantages.

The Society, since the spring meeting in 1937, has operated an Employment Clearing House at each national meeting. This service is open to chemists registered and in attendance at the meeting and, at the request of employers, arranges interviews between them and candidates for employment. In 1947 the Clearing House served 1,650 employers' representatives and 1,450 candidates for employment. In order that the service may operate on a continuous basis, regional employment clearing houses are also operated in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Houston, New York, San Francisco, and Washington, D. C. Each issue of Chemical and Engineering News also contains employment information pages where situations open and situations wanted are listed.

In 1945 the Society created an ACS Education Fund for awarding predoctoral fellowships in 1946. It also appropriated $110,000 for postdoctoral fellowships in chemistry and chemical engineering, and in September 1946 appropriated $25,000 for expenses in the United States of foreign chemists and chemical engineers wishing to engage in advanced study.

Its advice is frequently sought in national affairs, particularly on pending legislation such as Selective Service, the National Science Foundation bills, etc.

The American Chemical Society, since its establishment more than 72 years ago, has sought to promote the advancement of chemistry, chemical research, and chemical engineering in an ever-widening sphere.

The American Chemical Society is another of the many organizations which are serving as hosts during the AAAS Centennial Celebration. The ACS building, shown on this week's cover, is located one block from the AAAS headquarters.